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Hand sanitizing gel with antibacterial 250 ml

Contains antibacterial for a deep and safe hand cleaning wherever you are. It is used without water and acts quickly 250 ml

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax 7,50 €
Sales price 7,50 €
Discount

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerIschia Thermae

Description
Contains antibacterial for a deep and safe hand cleaning wherever you are. It is used without water and acts quickly. The sanitizing gel can be
used at any time and in any place without needing water, when, for example, you are in contact with the sick; away from home, whenever you
are in contact with objects manipulated by others, for example on public transport, in the hospital, in the bathrooms; on a daily basis, when
touching money, telephones or shopping. The product is also particularly suitable for healthcare professionals, such as doctors and paramedics
etc.
How to use
Pour a small amount of gel on the hands and rub until completely absorbed. The sensation of stickiness caused by glycerin will disappear in a
few seconds. Repeat several times within a day.
Composition - Ingredients:
The chemical composition of the gel includes sodium hypochlorite, a product used above all in dermatology and hospital surgery and in dentistry
to disinfect the patient's canals. Sodium hypochlorite, together with the multiple therapeutic effects, is
more commonly known as an antibactericide. In addition, the formula is rich in substances with emollient and dermo-protective properties, such
as the highest quality glycerin, capable of greatly attenuating the dryness of the skin. In fact, one of the major problems given by the repeated
applications of alcoholic solutions, which are commonly found on the market, is dehydration of the skin. In this formulation, the high percentage
of glycerin is very effective in humidifying the skin, protecting it against mechanical and chemical irritation and keeping it perfectly hydrated and
soft.
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Aqua, Xantan Gum, Glycerin, Sodium Hypochloritem, Methychloroisothiazolinone, Parfum, CI42090.
STANDARD U. M. PARAMETER
Fluid gel
Appearance --- colorless
Odor --- Scented
Density g / ml at 20 ° C 0.870 - 0.900
Viscosity mPa s 400 - 900
pH U of pH 6.50 - 8.50
Methods of conservation and storage
Store in a well-closed place away from heat sources.
Warnings and precautionary statements
Avoid contact with eyes. Carefully follow the instructions and methods of use indicated on the label.

Reviews
Monday, 05 October 2020
Ottimo profumo e texture per igienizzare le mani!
emanuela zanin
Saturday, 04 April 2020
Ho provato questo prodotto e sono molto soddisfatta. Lascia le mani mordide e profumate e dato che è presente il cloro non ne si sente
l'odore.
Ne basta una piccola quantità. Inizialmente le mani appaiono appiccicaticce ma la sensazione scompare dopo pochi secondi
Rosalinda di Meglio
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